
  FLAMEPROOF            

COOLING SYSTEM
water-air and water-water

TECHNICAL DATA
Cooling system  (water-water) Cooling system UCHw - (water-water)

Cooling power 30kW 30kW Rated supply voltage 1000V (1140V) AC

Rated insulation voltage 230V 230V Heat exchanger cooling power ~33kw

Rated switching voltage 230V 230V External circuit pump motor power 0,75kw lub 1,5kw

Frequency 50Hz 50Hz External liquid flow maximum 50l/min lub 80l/min

Rated continuous current 63A 63A Internal circuit liquid pressure maximum 0,6МPa

Rated continuous output current:
11, 21,
111, 121, 131, 141

2,2A
6A External circuit liquid pressure maximum 2,5МPa

Number of main circuit outputs 6 Liquid temperature maximum 60˚C

Auxiliary circuit voltage 42V AC, 24V DC Weight (without cooling liquid) ~1500kg

Short-circuit switching capability 100kA, cosφМ = 0,2



ul. Opolska 19, 41-500 Chorzów 
tel. +48 32 249 94 80, tel./fax +48 32 241 34 57
www.elgorhansen.com

CHARACTERISTICS
1)
The cooling system is of the electric & hydraulic type the fla-
meproof supply & maneuvering devices are the anti-explosion
version devices, which may be installed inside the undergro-
und non-methane or methane mining excavations with the “a”,
“b” or “c” methane hazard grade or with the “A” or “B” coal dust 
explosion hazard class. The applied electric power protections
and the used system, including intrinsically-safe circuits, en

sure safe cooperation with the supplied mining devices and/or 
machines.. The cooling system is assigned for cooperation with 
the devices the subassemblies of which require the generated 
heat to be taken-off. The applied electric power protections 
and the system used for control and coop-eration with tech-
nological interlocks, using intrinsically-safe circuits, ensure 
safe cooperation with the cooled devices. The cooling system 
is assigned for use in the installations with the rated voltage 
of 230V with the supplying transformer insulated neutral point.

2)
The UCHw type cooling device is assigned for devices with the 
closed cooling liquid circulation systems. The device func-
tioning bases on a heat exchange between two cooling agent 
flowing through the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger ensu-
res separation of two circuits: external liquid one (e.g. from 
technological water pipeline) and internal liquid one (flowing 

through the cooled device) and it protects the cooled device 
against high pressure occurring inside the water pipeline and 
also against pollutions that may damage the internal circuit 
installation. The cooling device is suitable for work inside un-
derground mining excavations, where the methane or coal-dust 
explosion hazards exist..
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